ABOUT KASHEDANCE
Founded in 2009, KasheDance echoes in a new genealogy of Afro-contemporary dance steeped in
modern dance, ballet, and rooted in dance of the Diaspora. With roots in Toronto and branches
Connecting it to the United States and the Caribbean, the company is unique in Canada in its use of the
Critical Response Process to create, research and present dances that give voice to the realities of African
Diasporic experiences. The creative practice based on a pedagogy of traditional and contemporary
Diasporic languages (“KasheDantek”), has helped the company build its audience, connect with other
artists while focusing on performance, education and outreach opportunities. The 2021-2022 Season
partners include Citadel+Compagnie, Jumblies Theatre, Kinetic Studios (NS), Black Gay Mens Network
of Ontario, Gay Men’s Sexual Health Alliance and Caribbean Canadian Artistic Stars Inc. (CCAS Inc.)
KasheDance has performed to critical acclaim in Canada and internationally at Canada Dance Festival,
Dancing On The Edge Festival, Fleck Dance Theatre, and more. Up next for KasheDance is a solo piece
“Trilogy of Being…” choreographed by Chris Walker, Denise Fujiwara and Joel Valentin Martinez for
Artistic Director. Kevin A. Ormsby.

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Time, it has taken us over five years to get to this particular point. The performance of Re:Imaginings has
been impacted like many other shows by CV19. I remember coming off our last tour in March 2020 set to
begin our final three months prep for a late May premiere. Now, at this particular point, as a company we
are rethinking what we could, and need, to potentially create in the future. It’s an honouring of not just
the artists who have contributed to the development of this work but also to the moment in which we
arrive; the place / space in which we arrive to reimagine together.
You are here, and that, in this time, is no easy feat. This time is asking different things of me, as Artistic
Director, than when we showcased the second phase of this work. There are transitions from the
company that I am still holding. The impact of the pandemic and being at different places in the artists’
careers means the company has seen the transition of key contributors of the creative and artistic team.
I want to honour them for the years of contribution they gave to the first two phases of Re:Imaginings.
The production sought to honour some of their contributions to the process and concept of the show.
If I think of the artists in the performance, I am grateful for their willingness to jump in the murky
unknown, thick like molasses and engine oil at carnival time and find something in the fortitude of the
Caribbean peoples. In the belly of uncertainty, we shifted schedules, paused, left, came back together.
What you are about to experience is the creative capacities of years, tears, histories and centuries in the
making not just of an archipelago but of our lives. They give and give and I ask for more at times
unaware of what the more can and should be. Yet they “distill chaos into clarity” and we use our
kollective capacity to hold each other accountable in space; like the spaces on ships that brought
many races to the Caribbean space.
Re:Imaginings for me are a multitude of things. First it’s honouring the Caribbean influence in Canada,
the socio -cultural traditions of the Caribbean and the music of the Caribbean. Second, it’s about
acknowledging the presence that peoples of Caribbean descent have in this place / space we know as
Canada. Thinking about how long it is taking us to arrive at this point, Re-Imaginings (time, place an
movement) is a celebration. It’s a joy, it’s a time, it’s a moment in which we arrive to acknowledge also
the implications of Caribbean bodies, the amalgam of identities that exist within the Caribbean space
and how this shapes an integral part of carnival.
This work is for those before, those in us and those to be birthed with the genome of the Caribbean in
them. The Caribbean is a smell, a food, a sound, an accent, a language, an artifact, and a picture. A
place of resistance, a commentary, a revelry, a lyme, a vibe, a ting, a portal, a stance, a riddim, a pan,
a drum, a tamboo, a iron, a stomp, a chipping, a back back, a whine, a wuk up, a bubble, a fire,
a flagwoman, a flagman, ah panyard, a food, a life breathing, a portal through time, claiming place and
moving through connected syncopation on top of juxtapositions and what some may experience as
euphony in cacophony it all happens in a very choreographed, ritualized and improvised tpm...

Re:Imaginings TPM (time, place an movement)
In 2017, in the midst of the Environics Study on “The Black Experience” in Canada and the “celebration”
of Canada 150, I had questions on history, influence and recognition which informed the beginning...
Informed by Caribbean impact on Canada, which dates back to 1796, Re:Imaginings questions the
connections of time, place and movement to BPM (beats per minute) used to recognize sounds,
resonance and syncopation in music. Re:Imaginings is an inquiry into the nuanced histories of
Caribbean Canadians through Caribbean rhythms, celebrations and cultural practices. One said question
is how does the body archive and re:calls, respond, re:shape, retain histories, stories as a physical
artifact. Re:Imaginings is influenced by and abstracts from the French, Spanish, and English speaking
Caribbean; an archipelago shaped by is peoples through cultural ritual and ceremonial practices.

In Movement, A Honouring, A Portal , A Place, A Time…
Choreography: Kevin A. Ormsby
*Concept of Re:Imaginings was developed in part with support from Ronald A. Taylor and
Arsenio Andrade
Dance Artists: Cheryl Chan, Jillia Cato, Elina Valtonen, Benjamin Russell, Orin T. McRey,
Nataliya Zlotnikov, Kevin A. Ormsby
* Though not physically in the work today the work would not have been possible over the past 5 years
without the contributions of Aisha Nicholson, Michael Mortley, Kelly LaJuense, Dezjuan Thomas, Emille
Jabouin, Allyson Trunzer, Marz Anderson, Atri Nundy, Tereka Tyler Davis, Mateo Galindo Torres,
Manny Hechevarria, Shakeil Rollock, Vanesssa Rose Duru, Gabriella Parson and Yui Ugai. Their breaths,
thoughts and physical interrogation continue to shape the physical manifestation of this work.
Composer: Joy Lapps-Lewis
Musicians: Joy Lapps-Lewis, Derek Thorne, Walter Maclean
Lighting Design: Sharon DiGenova
Costumes: Diane Sobers, Micheal Mortley / Kelly LaJuenesse (Pitchy Patchy costume construction)
Videography: S-Quire Johnson, David Han, Joel Ong
RE: TIME
Re:Honouring - Kevin A. Ormsby featuring the ancestors
Re:Arrival - Derek Thorne, Joy Lapps-Lewis, Walter Maclean, Cheryl Chan, Jillia Cato, Elina Valtonen,
Benjamin Russell
Re:Becoming Riddim | Cheryl Chan, Jillia Cato, Elina Valtonen, Benjamin Russell
RE: PLACE AN SPACE
Re: Bring Yuh Tail | Jillia Cato
Re: Stori - Wha Happen Tuh Di Man | Kevin A. Ormsby and the Audience
Re: Memory, Missing and Desires | Poetry shaped by the Production Team
RE: MOVEMENT
Melange, Syncopations and Traditional Interruptions
Re: Fete | Cheryl Chan, Jillia Cato, Elina Valtonen, Benjamin Russell, Orin T. McRey, Nataliya Zlotnikov
Re:Procession | The Cast with Kevin A. Ormsby
Re: Riddim - Joy Lapps-Lewis, Derek Thorne, Walter Maclean
Re: Living | The Cast
Re:Tiyad | The Cast and audience
Re:Start - Come guh ah yuh yaad!!! We are thrilled you could be here with us for a celebration of
Re:Imaginings TPM (Time Place an Movement)

SPECIAL THANKS TO: Laurence Lemieux for your invitation, consideration and support for
KasheDance as Company in Residence. Marianna Rosato, Citadel + Compagnie (one of the only
remaining centres for dance in Toronto), Millicent Marie Johnnie for all your support and insight.
Canada Council for the Arts,Toronto Arts Council, Ontario Arts Council, York University’s Sensorium
Centre for Digital Art and Technology, Ruth Howard and Jumblies Theatre for continuing to work with
KasheDance in places and spaces where Community Arts matters. Dance Umbrella of Ontario,
Robert Sauvey, Miranda Forbes and Revan Zurub: your support in the organizational development of
KasheDance before and during the CV19 period have not gone unnoticed. Hillary Kaplan, our new
Administrator, thank you for holding many pieces of this production though still learning the many ways
in which KasheDance works, Darlington Theodore, Evan L. Ormsby and Hyacinth L Ormsby, Delton
Frank, for being a colleague, friend and cultural mentor. Leroy Clarke, may you rest in peace and the
offerings of connecting art to culture through one single point have guided me. Teheria Viechweg, for
unlocking the magic of Grenada Jab Jab, Danny Donleon, Spyceland Dancers, Charlene Harris and the
5678 Dance Studios, Linus Salvador, Tobago Heritage Festival, the Charlotteville Community, and there
are many others…

ARTISTIC COLLABORATORS
CHERYL CHAN is a graduate of the George Brown Dance Performance Studies
			
Program and has studied a year at The School of Toronto Dance Theatre. She is
			
currently in her fifth season with KasheDance and has toured multiple works
			
throughout the Caribbean and various cities within Canada & the US. Cheryl has
			
performed for the Pan Am Games, SummerWorks Festival & Nuit Blanche. She is
			
also in her fifth with Impromptu Movements and third year with Little Pear Garden
			Dance Company.

			JILLIA CATO has danced across the globe since she was 18 years old, opening for
			
and sharing stages with Maroon 5, Chris Brown, Wyclef and Pitbull to name a few,
			
with Machel Montano for two years and ten with Kes The Band Dancer. She’s
			
danced competitively and commercially for the past 20 years appearing in
			
numerous music videos, commercials and films. She has judged and guest
			
performed with the NBC TV Show ‘World of Dance’ featuring J-Lo, for their
			
qualifiers in Trinidad (2018). Having been trained in Caribbean Folk,
			
Contemporary, Ballet, Indian Classical, Dancehall and more, graduating as
			
Valedictorian from her BFA in Performing Arts, she is also a Dance Teacher,
			
Choreographer, performer and singer. She has been the stage manager for
			
The National Theatre Arts Company of Trinidad and Tobago for the past three
			
years, as well as for other dance and performance companies since 2015.
			NATALIYA ZLOTNIKOV Started her movement training in Israel in modern and
			
contemporary dance and rhythmic gymnastics, Natalyia continued after her
			
undergraduate studies in the life sciences, training with Ballet Creole Professional
			
Training Program and completed the Dance Performance Preparation Program
			
at George Brown College where she worked with choreographer Susie Burpee.
			
Nataliya has danced for KasheDance, the 2015 International Soca Monarch Finals,
			
musical artist Dixon Munro and cabaret performer Leila. She worked with the
			
Depathologizing Dementia group as a knowledge translator, choreographer and
			
dancer. As also a personal trainer and Pilates instructor, Natalyia plans to
			
complete a masters in physiotherapy with the hopes that her studies of anatomy
			
and movement will further inform her dance practice.

			ORIN T. MCREY is an interdisciplinary performer who is passionate about
			
connecting with people through the arts. Her love of travel and dance took her
			
to Cuba and Brazil where she trained in Salsa, Afro Cuban, Afro Brazilian Dance
			
and Capoeira. She graduated from The Dance Initiative, based in Vancouver,
			
immersing herself in contemporary, ballet, jazz, hip hop, Kickboxing, Circus Arts
			
and the business of dance. Her Musical Theatre training includes Arts Umbrella
			
and the Arts Club Musical Theatre Intensive. Signed with Trisko Talent Agency
			
she added TV and film credits to her resume which include Julie and the
			
Phantoms, Arrow and the Magicians. Orin has performed across Canada and
			
internationally with companies including Her Tribal Roots, Dance Migration,
			
La Maison Lust, Axe Capoeira, Lovers Cabaret, Ketch Di Vybz and Latin Fusion
			
with Soul. As co facilitator of the arts collective Her Tribal Roots she has been
			
focused on developing a new work, dancing for local Afrobeats artist Nanya
			
(opening for Burnaboy, Vancouver music festivals), dancing and choreographing
			
for music videos. She is involved in ongoing collaborations with artists, creating
			
work that bring people together across disciplines and differences.
			
Most recently she has moved to Toronto, ON where she is thrilled to be joining
			
the KasheDance family.

			ELINA VALTONEN is a dance artist of a Finnish background based in Helsinki,
			
but spends most of her time pursuing her practice around Europe and North
			
America. Elina graduated in 2013 from Dance Educational, Copenhagen. She
			
has worked and performed in 12 different countries in prestigious dance scenes
			
and festivals. In Finland she has worked with i.e. the National Opera, Mamia
			
Company, Satu Tuomisto, Dance Theatre Raatikko, Textual Motion Company,
			
Favela Vera Ortiz and in several freelance-workgroups. She is featured in
			
KasheDance’s production FACING Home: Love and Redemption and as a guest
			
artist. She enjoys sharing her passion also through teaching and by creating her
			own works.

			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

BENJAMIN W. RUSSELL a Multitalented Performing Artist whose aim is to
produce energetic performances for audiences who enjoy watching quality
productions from someone who has many facets to show his audience. Ben is
continuing to experiment and work hard to put his best foot forward. A graduate
of Centennial College Dance Performance Program, he loves a variety of
techniques while learning languages combining his love of learning new things
about cultures to create unique performances. Not only a dancer, Ben is also a
singer, enthusiastic entertainer, model, YouTuber and committed performer with
many goals poised on developing his artistic capacities as dancer. that will catch
the world by storm. With all Ben is capable of and dreams to accomplish, he is
actively working to inspire the world with his love of the performing arts.

CREATIVE TEAM
			KEVIN A. ORMSBY has performed with companies in Canada, USA and the
			
Caribbean. An original member of the Wind in The Leaves Collective,
			
Longlisted for the 2021 Johanna Metcalf Performing Arts Prize, he is the 			
			
recipient of the Canada Council for the Arts’ Victor Martyn Lynch – Staunton
			
Award and wass a TAC Cultural Leaders Fellow. He has choreographed for the
			
National Ballet of Canada, National Ballet School Sharing Dances and in
			
Grenada where has functioned as Creative Director for many soca artists.
			
Featured in works by Marie Josee Chartier, Allison Cummings, Patrick Parson, 		
Ronald Taylor, Ron K. Brown, Menaka Thakur, Mark Morris, Bill T. Jones,
Garth Fagan, Lemi Ponifasio, Gerry Trentham and Liz Lerman, he has been a 		
			
Guest Artist at the Philip Sherlock Centre for the Creative Arts - University of
			
the West Indies (Mona), University of Wisconsin – Madison and Northwestern 		
			
University. Kevin’s research and creative practice through his company’s technical
			
approach to dance exists in a space of constant interrogation and navigation of
			
Caribbean cultural nuances towards, a methodology of understanding space in
			
creation, research, and presentation. He is on the Boards of Dance Collection
			
Danse, Toronto Alliance for the Performing Arts and has served on the Boards of
			
Canadian Dance Assembly, Prologue to the Performing Arts and Nia Centre
			for the Arts.

			ALLISON CUMMINGS (Dramaturge) is a performer/choreographer/art maker,
			
who operates under the umbrella name Sore for Punching You. She is based
			
in Toronto, Canada. Her work has been presented at venues and festivals across
			
Canada since 1996 including The Theatre Centre, Hysteria, Edgy Women/
			
Montreal, Toronto Dance Theatre’s ‘Four at the Winch’, SummerWorks, M:ST
			
Performative Art Festival, 7a -11d, Canada Dance Festival, Fluid Festival, Moving
			
Pictures Festival and Trinity Square Video, Older and Reckless, School of the
			
Toronto DanceTheatre, Theatre Passe Muraille, Porchview Dances, Bright Nights
			
(Citadel et Cie) among many more. Internationally her work has been presented
			
in Accra, Ghana, and Chiang Mai, Northern Thailand. She has self produced her
			
own multidisciplinary full length works, Quiver ’02, Clutch ’06, Devouring Lions
			
’09, Final Savage Land ’13 and Exhale ’18 in Toronto.

			SHARON DIGENOVA (Lighting Designer/Technical Director) began her career
			
(a very long time ago) in a Broadway touring house in Massachusetts. She has
			
since worked in numerous capacities in a multitude of disciplines – touring
			
internationally to more than 350 cities (several times over) in over 30 countries
			
throughout North & South America, Europe, Australia, Asia and the Far East.
			
She has collaborated with scores of artists and companies including Canada’s
			
Royal Winnipeg Ballet, Desrosier Dance Theatre, Ronnie Burkett Theatre of
			
Marionettes, and Canada’s internationally acclaimed Holy Body Tattoo, to name
			
a few. Sharon is a full - time animal rights advocate, and Founder of Holly’s Hope,
			
a company she runs on a voluntary basis, which produces events to raise money
			
for animals in need.

			JOY LAPPS-LEWIS (Composer) is a Canadian musician, composer, academic and
			
arts educator of Antiguan and Barbudan descent. She was awarded a Masters in
			
Music Composition at York University, and her proficiency with the tenor pan is
			
known internationally. Lapps-Lewis’ diverse performance range has led to
			
engaging audience experiences and deserving recognition from professional
			
pannists and a dedicated fanbase. She has performed at festivals including
			
Toronto’s Afrofest, Toronto’s TD Jazz Festival and Antigua’s Moods of Pan
			
Festival. She leads The Joy Lapps Project, an ensemble exploring Afro and
			
Latin-Caribbean Jazz, with a hint of R&B and soul. Lapps-Lewis has
			
educated hundreds of people through her demonstrations at schools, libraries
			
and community spaces. Lapps-Lewis is currently working on new music for her
			upcoming album.

			DEREK THORNE (Percussionist) Derek Thorne was born and raised in
			
Trinidad and Tobago. In 1991 he began teaching himself congas while earning
			
his bachelor’s in English Literature at McGill. He later studied Latin and
			
Caribbean percussion with Cuban legend Changuito and Toronto salsa doyen
			
Luis Orbegoso, and traditional percussion in Burkina Faso, West Africa.
			
Abandoning an IT career for music in 2003, Derek has become a staple
			
percussionist in Toronto’s music scene: as a dance class accompanist; as in-house
			
talent at event companies Bongo and B Entertainment, ONQ Live, and Main
			
Event Music; and touring with calypso legends David Rudder and Calypso Rose,
			
JUNO winners Kobo Town, The Soul Motivators, Amadou Kienou and Djeli Sira,
			
Ballet Creole, Alpha Rhythm Roots, and award-winning arts-in-education
			
company Hoza!, amongst others. His classical music collaborators include the
			
Bach Children’s Chorus, the St. Michael’s Cathedral Boys Choir, and the Canadian
			
Children’s Opera Company. Touring commitments have seen Derek take
			
countless stages throughout Canada, the USA, and Europe, plus stops in west
			
Africa and Malaysia. Media appearances include Breakfast Television, CBC
			
Sounds of the Season, and ET Canada New Year’s Eve supporting Sam
			
Roberts Band. Derek’s studio credits include Aline Morales’ JUNO-nominated
			
album Flores, Tambores e Amores (2011), Kobo Town’s Jumbie in the Jukebox
			
(2013), The Soul Motivators’ Do the Damn Thing (2020), and Joni Nehrita’s Love
			and Protest.

			WALTER MACLEAN (Percussionist) was born in Germany to a Ghanian Father
			
and a German Mother. He grew up in Germany &amp; Ghana &amp; started to
			
play Percussion while his family resided in Ghana in the 70’s. He has been a
			
professional Musician since the age of 17.Throughout the years he has studied
			
with renowned Master’s of Rhythm such as Adja Addy,Nippy Noya &amp; Rick
			
Gratton Walter has been living in Toronto,Canada since 1996 &amp; is known to
			
be a versatile Musician.He has played traditional Music for “Ballet Creole,
			
Coba, Lua Shayenne Dance Company, Newton Moreas, Alpha Rhythm Roots,
			
Amadou Kienou etc.” &amp; as well more contemporary Style’s (Jazz, Blues,
			
Calypso, R&amp;B etc.) on the Drum-kit with”Kobot- town, Donne Roberts,
			
African Guitar Summit, Kingsley Etienne Trio, Thriller Canada Tribute Band,
			
Madagascar slim etc.Since 2014 Walter has also worked &amp; collaborated
			
with the “Wind in the Leaves Collectives “ on numerous Projects such as
			Performances, Recordings etc.
			

			JOEL ONG (PhD, MSc.Bioart) is an artist whose works involve the aesthetic
			
crossovers of analog, machinic and biological systems - most recently focused
			
on collaborative strategies for climate mediation through cultural and poetic
			
disruptions. His artistic works have been shown internationally. Joel holds a
			
PhD from DXARTS at the University of Washington (2017) and was a recipient
			
of the Petro-Canada Young Innovators Award in 2020. He is Assistant Professor
			
in Computational Arts, and Director of Sensorium: The Centre for Digital Arts
			
and Technology at York University.

			DAVID HAN (Media Artist) scholar and educator whose work employs emerging
			
technology to explore the boundaries between computation, cinema and
			
immersive media. His current practice employs a formalist approach to explore
			
the unique affordances of virtual reality (VR) and aims to understand and expand
			
the range of possibilities for creative practice in VR.

			S-QUIRE JOHNSON (Videographer) is a media creator that has captured
			
such performing artists as Dwayne Morgan, Jessie Reyez, Machel Montano,
			
Esie Mensah, and Future. S-Quire has produced content for Regent Park Film
			
Festival, the Caribbean Tales Film Festival, and Caribbean Vibrations TV, a
			
weekly episodic television program that reaches over 25 million homes globally.
			
As a DJ, S-Quire has performed for Manifesto and Toronto Caribbean Carnival,
			
and toured internationally with Emmanuel Jal and Grammy-award winning artist
			
Ms Lauryn Hill. S-Quire is an active member of Coco Collective, specializing in
			
African and Caribbean arts and developing culturally relevant programs in
			Toronto’s priority communities.

